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Abstract

The research in database systems for new application areas has created several new architectural

designs for database systems, among them the database kernel architecture. We present a graphical

interface which is located on top of such a database kernel system. It provides an interface to the

molecule-atom data model, which is a complex-object data model that serves as the basis for the

implementation of various applications from new areas such as VLSI design. Our interface is able to

display the database schema graphically and allows the graphical formulation of queries.

Furthermore, it displays the results of queries as sets of complex objects. Each of these objects

corresponds to a directed graph. The level of detail in the presentation of the results may be changed

interactively. Initially, for each element of the set one representative is shown. The graph (i.e. the

complex-object structure) corresponding to one or several elements of the result can be visualised. For

each node in a graph, its content (i.e., the attribute values) can be displayed. Furthermore, a type-

oriented view to the components of the result set’s complex objects is provided.

1 Introduction

Database management systems (DBMS) have become indispensable tools in

commercial applications. For new application areas such as VLSI design and CAD,

are a lot of additional requirements DBMS must fulfil before they can be expected to

a similar role. For this reason, a DBMS designed to serve these new areas is

nonstandard DBMS (NDBS). An analysis of the different application areas shows

each of them needs an NDBS with a specific functionality. However, some basic fea

are common to all nonstandard areas. Among these is the support of complex ob

which means that an object of the application which has a complex internal structure

be handled as a whole by the NDBS. In conventional DBMS (using conventional

models, e.g. the relational model) these objects have to be decomposed into many

and the DBMS does not “know” about this decomposition. Hence, the objects have

reassembled by rather sophisticated join operations. Furthermore, the semantics

decomposition is not represented in the database and has to be coded in th

operations.

The observation that there are common features which have to be provided b

NDBS leads to the DBMS kernel architecture, where a general-purpose NDBS k

provides all these features, among them a complex-object data model. So-c
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application layers serve the specific needs of an application, thereby exploiting

functionality of the NDBS kernel.

Such an NDBS kernel (called PRIMA [HMMS87]) has been developed at

University of Kaiserslautern. It provides the molecule-atom data model (MAD mo

[Mits88]) and its query language MQL as an interface, which allows for the dyna

definition of complex objects. In the MAD model, complex objects (called molecul

may be either disjoint or non-disjoint, and either recursive or non-recursive [BaBu

Several applications have been built on top of PRIMA, for instance tools for VLSI des

[HüSu92] and a temporal DBMS [KäRS90].

During the development of application layers, and also in the later phases o

application program, there is a strong need for an interactive interface at the data m

level, which allows for viewing the database at this level. To be universally applica

the interface should be independent of a specific application. Having such an inte

also opens new facilities for the use of PRIMA as a DBMS with ad-hoc query facil

However, such an interface is useful only if it is able to represent the complex-ob

properties in a natural way. Line-oriented output of database objects is not appropri

our case (while it is not too bad for relational systems). Instead, we have to pro

graphical representations of the database’s objects.

In the following, we will shortly sketch the MAD model, and will then present o

graphical interface to PRIMA.

2 The Molecule-Atom Data Model

The basic building blocks of the MAD model areatoms, which may be compared to tuple

in the relational model. Atoms belong to exactly oneatom typeand are uniquely identified

by their identifier. An atom type hasattributesof certain data types, and atoms consist

corresponding values.

Atom types may be connected to one another by link types. A link type represe

binary relationship type (1:1, 1:n or m:n). Analogously, atoms can be linked to

another by a link of such a link type. Thus, the schema of a database consists of a ne

of atom types, and the database consists of a network of atoms.

A link type is realised by a pair of attributes of the special type REFERENCE, on

each atom type involved. Attributes of this type have as value a set of identifiers o

atoms which are linked to the atom by this link type. Links are symmetric, i.e., if atoa
is linked to atomb (of the same or another type), the atomb is necessarily linked to atom

a, too.

Example 1 shows a sample database schema taken from a software engin

database. It models several types of source code files and their dependencies. Th

MODULA-2 IMPLEMENTATION MODULEs (imp_mod). Each of them has its own
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DEFINITION MODULE (def_mod). DEFINITION MODULEs may also be imported

by otherdef_modandimp_mod. Hence, there are two link types betweenimp_mod and

def_mod (has definition moduleand imports definition module) and one connecting

def_mod to itself (imports definition module). A MODULE (main_mod) forms the a

main module of a program, i.e. there will be an executable program with the same n

A main_mod may import severaldef_mod (link type betweenmain_mod and

def_mod). When the program is linked, the compiledimp_mod are linked to form the

program (link type betweenmain_mod and imp_mod). We extend the MODULA-2

programming environment by allowing C modules (c_mod) to be added. They may also

be linked tomain_mod, and they may call MODULA-2 functions (link types betwee

c_modandmain_mod, andc_modanddef_mod, respectively). Consequently, we allow

C main programs (c_main), which may use MODULA-2 and C code (link types betwee

c_mainandimp_mod, def_mod, andc_mod, respectively). For all types of source cod

files, we allow the usage of header-Files (header) which may be included by a

preprocessor prior to compilation.

The schema graph shown in Example 1 covers the link types mentioned above.

link type is depicted by a line. The boxes correspond to atom types.

Each atom type of our example consists of several attributes. For each source

module, there is its name, and the file name where it is stored. Furthermore, there

identifier attribute and a set of REFERENCE attributes to form the links. Examp

shows the attributes of the atom types def_mod andimp_mod.

Based on the atom type network, queries may be formulated using the MAD mo

query language MQL. In MQL, the retrieval statement has the following shape:

Example 1: A sample database schema
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SELECT projection

FROM molecule type definition

WHERE condition

Themolecule type definitiondynamically defines a molecule type (i.e., a complex obje

type). Theconditionallows to restrict the set of molecules in the result. Theprojection

specifies which parts of the molecules are to be included into the result.

A molecule type (in the simplest case) corresponds to a directed coherent sub-gra

the database schema with exactly one root (the so-called root atom type). For exa

the molecule type

main_mod-imp_mod

defines a molecule type which groups eachmain_modtogether with theimp_mod linked

when the program is bound. If there is more than one link type between two atom ty

the name of the REFERENCE attribute implementing the link type has to be specifie

the molecule definition, e.g.

def_mod.specifies_imp_mod-imp_mod

This definition forms molecules which consists of adef_mod and the imp_mod

implementing it. Since this is a 1:1 relationship, each molecule of this type will consis

exactly two atoms.

Example 2: Attributes of the atom typesdef_mod andimp_mod
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The molecules are built from the atom network as specified by the molecule type

each atom of the root atom type, the links of the link types specified in the molecule

are followed leading to atoms of other atom types. For these, the procedure is rep

until all link types of the molecule type are covered. Thus, for each atom of the root a

type, one molecule is derived. Molecules are coherent directed graphs. Obviously,

molecules may overlap each other, and there may be multiple paths within one mol

which lead to the same atom. Molecules need not be “complete”. If for one link type t

is no link for the atom under consideration, this link type is ignored. For instance, i

imp_mod does not import anydef_mod, then there is a molecule of the type

imp_mod.imports_def_mod-def_mod

which consists only of one atom (of typeimp_mod)

One can also define recursive molecule types [Schö89], which then construc

transitive closure of an atom. For example, the molecule type definition

def_mod RECURSIVE def_mod.imports_def_mod-def_mod

defines molecules which for eachdef_modcontain all directly or transitively imported

otherdef_mod(transitive closure semantics, i.e., eachdef_modis contained at most once

in the result). In contrast to proposals for the inclusion of recursion in the relational mo

recursive molecules do not only show the contents of the transitive closure, but al

structure. Hence, recursive molecules consist of several recursion levels.

The molecule type definitionyields a set of molecules, i.e., all molecules of th

specified type which can be derived from the database. Thecondition in the WHERE

clause restricts this set of molecules. The molecules which qualify with respect to

condition undergo theprojection. In the simplest case, the whole molecule is project

(indicated by the key word ALL in the SELECT clause). One may also enumerate

atom types to be projected. In this case, a coherent graph must be specified. Furthe

it is possible to project only certain attributes of an atom type. For example, the follow

query lists the names of allimp_mod which import (among others) thedef_mod

“Global_Types.def”.

SELECT imp_mod(name)

FROM imp_mod.imports_def_mod-def_mod

WHERE EXISTS def_mod: def_mod.name=’Global_Types.def’;

Of course, there are also statements allowing the manipulation of sets of molecul

addition, there is a data definition sub-language for schema manipulations. The syn

these parts of the MQL language will not be presented here.

This very short and incomplete presentation of the MAD model may suffice

illustrate the functionality of our graphical interface. More information about the MA

model may be found in [Mits88] and [Schö89].
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3 GRIP - TheGraphical Interface to PRIMA

As already mentioned, we need graphics to provide an appropriate interface to the

model. This fact is stressed by the notions of the MAD model itself. The database sc

and the database are undirected graphs, and molecules are directed graphs.

We have implemented our interface GRIP in the X window systems. The ma

window (see Figure 3) consists of five subwindows:

• Thedialogue window allows for the alphanumeric input of MQL statements.

• Themessage windows displays status information and error messages.

• Theresult windowdisplays representatives of the molecules resulting from one qu

• Thetable windowcontrols the table-oriented output of query results.

• The command windowconsists of several buttons to direct GRIP’s work. We w

discuss their effects in the following.

3.1 Operations on the database schema

As already mentioned, the interface is application independent, and hence it is

important to be able to view the database schema. The command window b

“Schema” creates a separate window displaying the schema as a graph of atom typ

result window

message window

table window

dialogue window

Figure 3: The master window

command window
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link types of the database. Example 1 and Example 4 show the output of the operatio

our sample database.

Since the database schema is an undirected graph, the display of the schema has

degrees of freedom concerning the placement of atom types and link types. In gene

database schema consists of a set of coherent graphs (in our example, there is exac

coherent graph). For each of the graphs, the number of lines crossing each other s

be minimised in order to yield a clear representation. We try to achieve this goa

applying a placement heuristic. The display of the coherent portions of the schema

is done in an row-oriented fashion, one beneath the other1. The first row only contains the

atom type participating in the largest number of link types. Hence, the lines represe

the corresponding link types do not intersect. The next row contains only those atom

which are connected to the atom type of the first row. There may be link types am

atom types which reside in the same row (cf. Example 4). Obviously, it is preferab

place such atom types next to one another, because otherwise the lines of the inte

link types intersect the link types connecting adjacent rows. Hence, an intra

placement optimization has to take place. The following rows contain all atom ty

referenced by atom types of their predecessor row. Thus, lines representing link

connect only adjacent rows. The sequence of the atom types within one row determ

the number of intersecting lines between the row and its predecessor, if there

connections to more than one atom type of the predecessor row. Unfortunately

sequence minimizing the number of crossing lines between two rows may differ from
1 with the exception of graphs consisting of only one atom type, which are added to the top row

Example 4: Schema window (before restructuring)
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optimal sequence concerning in-row placement. By default, the dominant optimiza

criterion is the minimization of inter-row intersection, but the user may change it to in

row optimization.

The choice of the atom type in the top row may contradict the user’s intuitive view

the database. In this case, the user may select another atom type by mouse clickin

put it in the top row by clicking the “Restructure” button1. To support the display of a

large schema, scroll bars are provided. Furthermore, there is a search function

changes the clipping displayed such that the specified atom type is contained.

In the schema window, only the names of atom types and the existence of link typ

depicted. The attributes of an atom type are shown when the atom type is clicked wit

help of the mouse. Example 2 shows the resulting output.

Clicking a line (i.e., a link type) displays the name of the two REFERENCE attribu

which implement the link type. Optionally, the user may reduce the number of l

between two atom types to one. This is useful when there are many link types betwee

atom types, because in this case the graph becomes hard to survey. With this o

multiple link types are no longer graphically represented. However, all link ty

corresponding to a single line are listed when the line is clicked.

Schema modifications may be initiated from the schema window (command bu

“Create A.Type”, “Drop A.Types”, “Def. Mol.Type”). For these operations, an MQ

statement is generated which may be compiled and execute.

As already mentioned, simple MQL retrieval statements just use a coherent dire

sub-graph of the database schema graph as molecule type definition. Hence, such

statements may be specified graphically (cf. Example 6). Atom types and link type

highlighted with the help of the mouse, and a root atom is designated (marked by a

The button “Select Stmt” then generates a corresponding MQL query. Projection

also be specified by clicking to the attributes to be projected. For this purpose, a sp

projection menu is displayed (see Example 5).

The resulting statement is displayed in the dialogue window of the master window

may be further edited, e.g. to add a WHERE clause. Alternatively, a statement ma

completely entered by typing in the dialogue window. Pressing “Pretty Print” but

restructures the statement according to its syntactical structure.

3.2 Execution of statements

The “Compile” button in the command window submits the statement in the dialo

window to the compiler of the database system. If there are syntactical errors in

statement, an error message is displayed, and the statement may be edited to cor

errors. A successfully compiled statement is added to the statement clipboard

retrieval statements, the structure of the resulting molecules may be displayed no

click on the button “Evaluate” displays the statement clipboard. A statement ma
1 The schema shown in Example 1 is the result of a “Restructure” operation applied to the schema shown in Exam
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selected and sent to the database system for execution. In the case it is not a re

statement, the message window is used to report the success of the statement. The

“Compile-Exec” combines compilation and subsequent execution of a statement.

When the execution of a retrieval statement has been finished, its result is displ

Example 6 shows the graphical specification of a query (retrieve allimp_mod and their

importeddef_modas well as themain_mod they are linked to) and its result set. In th

dialogue window, the MQL code generated from the graphical representation of the q

is to be seen. The result set consists of many molecules, represented by the name

imp_mod in the result window. The length of the string may be adjusted by the user.

table window displays the name of all atom types forming the molecule type of the re

To cope with the complexity of the molecules and their large number, there are se

levels of abstraction which may be chosen for the representation of the result.

3.2.1 Molecule set level

By default, for each molecule in the molecule set a representative is shown in the r

window. There is scrollbars to cope with a large result set. GRIP chooses a represen

from the attributes of the root atom according to the projection in the retrieval statem

The following rules are applied to determine the representative:

• If there is a one-attribute key declared on the atom type which has either a nume

data type or a string data type and is contained in the projection list, choose it a

representative.

Example 5: The projection menu



Example 6: A graphically specified query and its resulting molecule set
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• Otherwise, choose the first attribute with data type string, if there is one containe

the projection list.

• Otherwise, choose the first numerical attribute, if there is one contained in

projection list.

• Otherwise, choose the identifier of the root atom (which is always available).

The system’s choice may be altered by the user via the “Select Key” button of

command window.

3.2.2 Molecule level

One can view the structure of the molecules in the result

• for a single molecule by clicking its representative,

• for all molecules by clicking the “Net View” button, or

• for a subset of the molecules by clicking the “Part. Net” button and selecting sev

representatives.

In the latter two cases molecules are merged, i.e. atoms shared by several mol

are shown only once. However, one can highlight the structure of a single molecu

clicking on one atom of the root atom type. Since this is a directed graph, there is

choice in the display layout: the root atom is placed on the top of the molecule, the a

referenced in the next row, and so on. Again, for each atom a box is shown, w

contains an atom representative, and each link is represented by a line. The user ca

the atom type name (cf. Example 7) and / or the identifier of the atom to appear insid

atom box. If the molecule type is not linear, there will be atoms of several types wi

one row of the molecule representation. To facilitate the distinction among them, diffe

colours or patterns may be assigned to atoms of different types (this is particularly u

Example 7: Two molecules from the result shown in Example 6
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when the name of the atom type is omitted). Example 7 shows two molecules disp

by clicking on the “Part. Net” button.

When displaying sets of molecules which were derived by recursive queries, a

sharing cannot be represented by showing the atom only once, when the atom o

within several molecules are at different levels of recursion. In this situation, clicking

an atom highlights all representations of the same atom.

3.2.3 Atom level

Clicking on an atom yields another window which displays the values of the ato

attributes. Example 8 shows the attribute values of the root atom. On the top o

window, there are several general data about the atoms: its identifier, the atom type

the key defined in the database schema. The user can choose if he wants to s

REFERENCE attributes or not using the “Options” button of the command window

3.2.4 Table level

The display modes described so far were tailored to molecule-oriented dis

Sometimes, however, one might be interested in viewing all atoms of a certain atom

regardless of their position in the molecule structure. For this purpose, one can clic

atom type’s name in the table window which results in the display of a table contai

all atoms of the selected type. In this table, the width of the columns may be adjust

the characteristics of the data. A column may be omitted by assigning a width of 0

Example 8: Attribute values of an atom
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Example 9 shows a table containing atoms of typeimp_mod. Only three columns have

been selected for display.

3.3 Implementation

The interface consists of two cooperating processes. One of them is responsible f

display management, i.e. is an X client. The other one communicates with the data

From an architectural view, GRIP is just another application layer on top of the ND

kernel.

We had to choose the two-process implementation, because on one hand, we h

wait for X events, and on the other hand we have to wait for responses of the data

system.

The properties of the representation may be manipulated by X resources. S

properties may also be adjusted interactively by menus displayed when clicking

“Options” button in the command window. A help function is associated with ea

window to indicate which choices the user has.

4 Comparison to other work

Graphical interfaces to database systems have been studied for several years. In par

the graphical nature of the Entity-Relationship model [Chen76] has lead to

development of several tools for automatic drawing of Entity-Relationship diagr

[TaBT83], [BaFN85]. The layout is based on a rectangular grid and is optimi

Example 9: Table view of atoms of typeimp_mod
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according to the following criteria: minimization of crossings between connectio

minimization of the total number of bends in a connection, minimization of the lengt

connections and minimization of the overall area of the diagram.

The rectangular representation seems adequate, since an Entity-Relationship di

is an undirected graph. In our case, however, we display the schema graph (which i

undirected and can directly be mapped onto an Entity-Relationship diagram)

hierarchical way, because this lays emphasis on the molecule type selection mech

which is understood as selecting a directed graph from the schema network. Fo

purpose, the user may restructure the schema graph such that the root of his molecu

the top atom type of the schema graph coincide. Two of the optimization crit

mentioned above are automatically covered by our layout. Connections never span

than two rows and consist only of straight lines (in a connection within a row there

be two bends). While we do not try to reduce the area occupied by the schema grap

also strive to minimise the crossings between connections.

There are several approaches to graphically formulate a query [ZhMe83], [LeSN

The answer, however, is usually given in a tabular form, which to our opinion is cau

by the relatively simple structure of the result. In our approach, only basic queries

entirely be formulated graphically. More complex queries need additional editing. We

in doubt that a graphical interface which allows to express arbitrarily complex que

(like queries containing nesting or a Cartesian product) would be manageable by the

Recently, there were some efforts to enhance object-oriented database system

graphical interface [Wegn89], [BMPP92], [ZoBa92]. In these cases, however,

complex structure of the data is mapped to nested tables. While this representat

sufficient for hierarchical data, it does not reveal sharing of components as it often oc

in the MAD model.

In [MoNK91] the database schema is shown as a directed graph (the dire

represents a specialization hierarchy). While interactive schema manipulatio

supported, there are no facilities for querying the database.

In the GOOD system [PaVA92] databases are defined as being graphs. The

language is a graph transformation language. However, we do not see any abstr

mechanism which allows the handling of large data sets. In the visual query sy

described in [CoCM92], abstraction is done by representing nodes of graphs as poin

omitting the edges, which seems not to be a very helpful mechanism becaus

remaining points do not carry any information except their position in the data sp

(which may not be very informative without the connecting edges). Our abstrac

mechanism carries the appropriate information at every level of abstraction.
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5 Summary

The DBMS kernel architecture has been developed to serve for the implementati

nonstandard applications. One system which has been implemented according t

architectural model is the NDBS kernel PRIMA. At its interface, it provides the MA

model, which is a general-purpose complex-object data model.

During the development of applications, it is essential to be able to query the data

at the MAD model level. Furthermore, PRIMA may be used as an ad-hoc data

system. For these purposes, the graphical interface GRIP has been built.

One main function of this interface is the display of the database schema as a net

The schema presentation may be tailored to the user’s needs. Retrieval queries m

graphically formulated by navigating in the schema graph, so that querying the data

does not require the knowledge of the syntax of the MAD model’s query language M

The result of a retrieval statement is a set of molecules which may be viewed at se

levels of abstraction. The highest level of abstraction is themolecule set levelwhere each

molecule is represented by just one value. At themolecule level, the structure of a set of

molecules is shown as a graph consisting of atoms and links, while at theatom levelthe

attributes of atoms are shown. All atoms of one type may be viewed at thetable level.

The system has been implemented on Sun workstations using the X window sys
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